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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning, and thank you for joining me here today!My name is Gayatri, and today I will be presenting on my work regarding validation and reliability of Fitbit Alta HR Activity TrackersThis work was done in my role at the Carolina Digital health Research Initiative, and is the pilot study in a set of what hope will be many future studies with digital health devices
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Briefly, I’d like to walk you through the following points:
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Ever since its birth, Fitbit started to see a rise in consumer as well as healthcare uses. It has been one of the biggest contributors to the explosion of wearable technology over the past decade, and continues to have an impact on studies that look at secondary use of activity-tracking data Clinical trialsNIH has adopted dataCedars-Sinai hospital in LA uses just started using fitbits to increase discharge rates in their hospital



Research Studies Relevant to Fitbit

• Fitbit studies
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Over the past 5 years, studies using Fitbit have risen exponentially, as most products are released, and more consumers use them



Research Studies Relevant to Fitbit

• Fitbit studies • Validation
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Of these studies, device validation seems to hold the highest amount of published work, which makes sense given that any other potential would require that the data is sound and of research-grade accuracy



Research Studies Relevant to Fitbit

• Fitbit studies • Validation • Activity
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Also amongst these studies, we can see the sheer volume of activity-tracking fitbit studies compared to the other measures that fitbit can be tested for Also makes sense because activity is its main feature



Research Studies Relevant to Fitbit

• Fitbit studies • Validation • Activity • Adults
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And finally populations that are most tested within fitbit studies are those of adults. Again not surprising given that adults are the largest consumers of this product and more likely to use it



Objectives

• Fitbit Alta HR validation for activity-tracking adult 
populations

• Standardized protocol for digital accelerometer device 
testing for dissemination 

• IRB approval process and requirements for device 
validation
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Incidentally, the design of this study also involves Fitbit validation activity tracking in the adults population. Because there have been so many attempts to do this type of study, there have been no standardized protocols used to validate any given Fitbit productSo we chose the latest Fitbit product in April 2017 for adult populationsHope to standardize protocol and create a white paper for dissemination of such a protocolIRB process



Protocol and Study Design

• Fitbit device validation protocol required to meet the UNC 
IRB review

• Methodologies were developed into three phases

Phase 1: Orbital Shaker Validation
• Highly controlled oscillation frequencies to simulate 

changes in movement for free-living environment
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Orbital shakerEvolution of shaker table designNine frequencies fro 5 minutes eachHoped for inter-unit reliability



Phase 1 Results

• Data too little and too inconsistent to evaluate

• Suggests that the step count algorithm goes beyond 
simple xyz-axis movement

• Suggests the ability of Fitbits and actigraphs to record 
step count data at lower frequencies is insignificant
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Data inconsistencies in ability to record data were prominent during the shaker table phase for both the Fitbit and Actigraph devices. These inconsistencies suggest the necessity of force caused specifically and regularly by human motion and possibly skin contact in order to record steps. Further attempts to theoretically reverse-engineer the step algorithm will continue through this phase. 



Phase 2: Structured Activity

Sample Characteristics (N=8)

Gender, n
Female
Male

4
4

Occupation, n
Undergraduate
Postgraduate
Staff

4
2
2

Age in years, mean (SDa) 33.25 (8.6)

Body mass index in kg/m2 23.175 (2.9)

Number of valid 1-min epochs contributed 
(Sample 1 only)

Phase 1: Shaker table
Phase 2: Structured activity treadmill session
Phase 3: 4-day free-living period

Repeatb
200
15843
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Participant Recruitment


		Day 1

		Day 7

		Day 8

		Day 9

		Day 10

		Day 11



		Phase 2: Structured Activity, Treadmill Session 1

		Phase 2:

Structured Activity, Treadmill Session 2

		Phase 3: Free-Living Activity, Day 1

		Phase 3: Free-Living Activity, Day 2

		Phase 3: Free-Living Activity, Day 3

		Phase 3: Free-Living Activity, Day 4









Phase 2: Study Design
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• Measuring for construct and criterion validity
• 2 treadmill sessions with structured activity
• 5 speeds based on the systematic review
• Two actigraphs, 1 Fitbit, video step count

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Construct validity: the degree to which a test measures what it claims, or purports, to be measuringCriterion validity - extent to which a step-count is related to the  outcome



Phase 2: Results
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In place of shaker table intra-reliabilitySpearman rho coefficients were calculated to compare Fitbit Alta HR output to the AG vector magnitude counts.Since the output variables from wearable devices vary, comparing the absolute output values is not meaningful by itself. Hence, device analyses are conducted to examine if the pattern of output from each Fitbit Alta HR is similar to AG vector magnitude counts.



Phase 2: Results
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Lower speeds have higher difference in accuracy – Fitbit seems to have higher sensitivity with actigraphs, to be further explored in oribtal shaker testingConfirms fitbit reliability at higher speeds from the literatureSeemed to be link between size in consistency between fitbit and actigraph



Phase 2: Results
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Overall data correlations Need further analysis on individual speedsnonparametric measure of rank correlation (statistical dependence between the ranking of two variables)


		Spearman Rho Correlation Coefficients (p<0.001)



		Participant

		1

		2

		3

		5



		Fitbit/AG step count

		0.729

		0.774

		0.928

		0.877



		Fitbit/AG vector magnitude*

		0.824

		0.845

		0.927

		0.882



		Fitbit/Video step count

		0.856

		n/a

		n/a

		n/a



		AG step count/Video step count

		0.903

		n/a

		n/a

		n/a



		AG VM/Video step count

		0.955

		n/a

		n/a

		n/a





Table 4. Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients were calculated for each of the 1-min epochs in Sample 1, Session 1.


		Spearman Rho Correlation Coefficients (p<0.001)



		Participant

		1

		2

		3

		5



		Fitbit/AG step count

		0.877

		0.824

		0.898

		0.975



		Fitbit/AG vector magnitude

		0.824

		0.943

		0.924

		0.972



		Fitbit/Video step count

		0.943



		n/a

		n/a

		n/a



		AG step count/Video step count

		0.899



		n/a

		n/a

		n/a



		AG vector magnitude/Video step count

		0.970



		n/a

		n/a

		n/a





Table 5. Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients were calculated for each of the 1-min epochs in Sample 1, Session 2.



Phase 3: Free-Living Activity

• Measuring for construct validity
• Participants logged activity intensity and type of activity 

while wearing the devices for 4 days
• Waking hours, water-free
• More than 8 hours of non-wear time were omitted
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Construct validity: the degree to which a test measures what it claims, or purports, to be measuring



Phase 3: Results
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		Pearson Correlation Coefficients (p<0.001)



		Participant

		1

		2

		3

		5



		Fitbit/AG step count

		0.620



		p>0.05, insignificant 

		0.610



		0.715





		Fitbit/AG vector magnitude*

		0.576



		p>0.05, insignificant 

		0.623



		0.722









Table 6. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated for each of the 1-min epochs in over 4 Free-living days. 



Further calculations with repeated linear models need to be analyzed for Phase 3.



Insights and Lessons Learned

• “Failure” 
– proving the null hypothesis about phase 1

• Confirmation
– data better at higher speeds

• Learning experience
– creating a protocol and IRB process

• Challenges
– access to study team and coordination
– data extraction, problems and hacks
– data quantity and short intervals 17



Future Steps

• Further in-depth correlation and mixed linear model 
analysis of the phases 2 and 3 need to be conducted 

• Ascertain Fitbit Alta HR validity across multiple speeds and 
activities

• More participant recruitment so that stronger patterns 
may be concluded from the data

• Finally, a white paper protocol of this study would be 
disseminated upon its completion
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